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Wilderness Adventures 
Tile Based System for Outdoor Adventuring 

 
Introduction: 

This document is intended to be a companion to “Dungeon Crawling” but for outdoor 
adventures.  The Dungeon Crawling document describes a system for generating dungeon terrain 
on the fly and handling monster interactions and such.  Outdoor adventuring has some but not all 
of those challenges.  Generally, the overall terrain is well known, and the point of travel by the 
characters is usually to get to some other place, for example the dungeon, rather than fight battles 
along the way.  Indeed, in introductory D&D play, the dungeon is assumed to be fairly near the 
party’s town base of operations, and travel to and from the dungeon is glossed over as 
inconsequential.  The various Dungeon Master’s Guides (DMGs) do provide some tables and 
data for outdoor adventures, but setting up encounters and playing them out, especially with 
figures, can be problematic.  This document attempts to develop a more systematic means of 
handling such outdoor situations (as well as town or urban encounters).  The method is based on 
having a collection of outdoor terrain “tiles” with enough variety that characters can’t plan out 
ahead of time just how they will play the various specific microterrain (trees, rocks, etc.). 

 
Terrain Tiles: 
 The size chosen for terrain tiles is 40’ x 55’ sections, so that a 5’ x 5’ square occupied by 
one small to large creature is 1” x 1”, as specified in the 3rd Edition D&D combat system.  This is 
the size derived from standard 8 ½ inch x 11 inch paper (or cardboard), which is conveniently 
available, easy to store, and needs modification just by trimming off an extra ½ inch on one side.  
The terrain classifications specified in the 3rd edition DMG have been followed: Plains, Forest, 
Hills, and Marsh.  (At least for now, I have not developed particular tiles for Mountain or Desert 
terrain.  Mountains present special challenges with extreme elevation differences, and are often 
avoided.  Such encounters when needed can be improvised from Hills terrain tiles.  Desert can be 
represented by plains tiles or hills unfeatured tiles if necessary, ignoring any trees.)  Figure 1 
shows a variety of outdoor tiles.  The features include rocks, slopes, extreme slopes, larger (full 
5’ x 5’) and smaller trees, rough areas and brush equivalent as an impediment to rubble, and 
heavier vegetation with twice the effect (and giving cover to small creatures).  The marsh terrain 
also includes some water hazards. 
 
 In addition, some tiles were created featuring roads.  Outdoor road encounters occur as a 
party is making its way from one town or city to another, either to reach the base they will use 
for an adventure, or to find a larger more varied market for selling treasure and finding desired 
adventuring gear, recruit, or obtain specialist spellcaster services.  Figure 2 shows a sampling.  
There are also some more specialized terrain which need representation,  Some are pictured in 
Figure 3.  The first is a gully within what is overall a plains area.  This feature can be very 
helpful as a camping site; it allows the party to lie below the normal sighting plane, and can hide 
a campfire, and perhaps also (as in this case) providing a source of water.  A stream, perhaps 
bridged as shown here, presents a more likely location for an encounter, because movement is 
normally constrained, and someone crossing is more vulnerable.  The third tile shown represents 
a riverbank or coastal area for a boat’s landing or for the emergence of water based creatures 
onto land.  A riverbank can also be an attractive camping spot if there is no hazard of attack from 
the water, since that way only half of the perimeter needs watching. 
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Figure 1  Sample Outdoor Terrain Tiles 
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Figure 2   Sample Road Terrain Tiles 

 

 
Figure 3  Examples of Terrain Tiles for Special Situations 

 
 The biggest problem with the 5’ = 1” scale of these tiles is that outdoor encounters often 
occur at long range.  Outdoor sighting distances can easily be in hundreds of feet.  Even if one 
was to lay tiles just along the line of sight between the party and a small band of monsters, for 
200 feet you would need at least 4 tiles, and more if some scope for maneuver was to be allowed.  
This is impractical (too much space, too many tiles of each type).  As an experiment, two tiles 
were created at double the scale factor, at 1” = 10’, as seen in Figure 4.  An outdoor encounter at 
ranges up to 200 feet now is practical, but the figures do not quite fit comfortably within the 
squares.  A tight formation becomes awkward.  Even so, longer range exchanges of fire remain a 
problem.  The solution generally used is to play out the longer ranged situations abstractly, with 
distance between the parties tracked.  If ranges are large, the chance of someone having local 
cover is typically at least 50% (hills or plains) to 100% (in forest) at ranges out to about 150 feet, 
unless the party or the monsters happen to be somewhere devoid of cover.  (In an ambush, an 
initial engagement would be in precisely such a spot.)  At about 100 to 50 feet separation, the 
battle would then shift onto appropriate tiles. 
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Figure 4  Terrain tiles scaled for 1” = 10’ 

 
Encounter Basics: 
 The first issue is, when does an outdoor adventure occur?  I have used as a default, for a 
traveling party, a die roll of d6 every two hours, with an encounter occurring with d6=6.  Thus, a 
party traveling 8 hours per day (the 3rd edition normal maximum) would have 4 potential 
encounters per day while traveling, possibly another if they force march.  In addition, while 
“camped” I have parties roll for each of three “watches” (of nominally 4 hours each), likewise 
generating an encounter on d6=6.  (That leaves 4 hours unaccounted for.  One can include an 
extra die roll split between camp setup and camp tear-down, including the spellcasters preparing 
spells, but I have normally considered that as absorbed by the first and third watch respectively.)  
So, an encounter normally occurs with a roll of 6 on one of these occasions.  (In bad weather I 
count the odds of an encounter reduced, to ½ normal in a storm, 2/3 in wind and rain, 5/6 in rain.  
Between towns (within 1 day of a town) an additional die roll is made and on 1 there is an 
encounter with a merchant, 2 a patrol, and on 3 with bandits.) 
 

So, next, what is encountered? I use a two-step process.  First, what level of encounter is 
it?  One would expect near civilization that only lower level hazards normally remain, otherwise 
the villagers would flee leaving it a wilderness area.  So, it is assumed that monsters get bigger 
and more powerful with distance.  Table 1 is used to determine EL level. 

 
Table 1 Encounter Level Determination from Distance 

Level miles from town: ≤4 miles 5-8 9-20 21-30 31-40 40+  wilds: 
 <1 die rolls: 1-2 1 1 - - - Add to the die roll 
 1   3-5 2-4 2-3 1-2 1 1 for 40+ when well  
 2   6,1-4 5 4-5 3-4 2-3low 2 beyond distances here 
 3   6+5-6 6,1-4 6,1-3 5 4-3hi 3 
 4   - 6,5-6 6,4-5 6,1-3 4 4 Add +1 column right 
 5   - - 6,6 6,4-5 6,1-3 5 when beyond a major 
 6   - - - 6,6 6,4-5 6,1-3 barrier between wild 
 7   - - - - 6,6 6,4-5 lands and civilization, 
 8   - - - - - 6,6 such as a major river. 
 From a city, use one column left (if that is nearer than a town). ½ distances in jungle. 
 From a Fort/Outpost (on edge of civilization) use one column to the right. 
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The next step is to use a table, for the type of terrain, and for the level, to determine what 
monsters may appear.  The 3rd edition DMG gives a few example tables.  One that I have used 
(for forest) is shown below as Table 2.  (Yes, it could stand improvement.  Maybe later.)  This is 
conveniently kept on a 5 x 8 card along with others for other terrain for easy reference.  
(Separate tables for temperate, cold, and tropical forests could be maintained.  Instead, I have 
separate tables for jungle (whether plain or hills) and cold monsters loving monsters, applicable 
to temperate regions during winter as well). 

 
Table 2  Wilderness Monsters (Forest Terrain) 

Level: ≤ 1 1 2 3  4 
01-05 rat(1/8) d6 01 ghoul(1) 01  wererat(2) 01 ghast(3)* 01-02 gargoyle(4) 
06-18 direrat(1/3) d3 02-03 orc(1/2) d3 02-10 rat swarm 02 shadow(3)* 03 aranea(4) 
19 skeleton(1/3)* d3 04 kreshnar(1) 11-16 blkbear(2) 03 wight(3)* 04-10 direboar(4) 
20 zombie(1/2)* d2 05-20 mspider(1) 17-20 boar(2) 04-06 assnvine(3) 11-20 gstagbetl(4) 
21-30 kobold(1/6) d6 21-40 wolf(1) 21-22 direbadg(2) 07-08 centaur(3) 21-22 wereboar(4) 
31-40 tspider(1/4) d2 41-50 mviper(1) 23-30 lgspider(2) 09-20 direwolf(3) 23-24 owlbear(4) 
41 kobzombie(1/4) d2 51-70 g.ant(1) 31 satyr(2) 21 dryad(3) 25-26 pixie(4) 
42-48 badger(1/2) d2 71-78 t.sp.swarm 32,33 direweasl(2)22-27 prmantis(3) 27 5hdhydra(4) 
49-60 sspider(1/2) d2 79-80 gnoll(1) 34 hippogrf(2) 28-31 g.wasp(3) 28 tiger(4) 
61-65 orc(1/2) 1 81-00 ≤1 x d2 35-37 l.viper(2) 32 werewolf(3) 29-35 ≤1 x 3d6 
66-70 t.viper(1/3) d3  38-39 g.antsld(r2) 33-35 g.owl(3)* 36-70 1st x 2d6 
71-75 dog(1/3) d3  40-41 worg(2) 36 pegasus(3) 71-90 2nd x d6 
76-78 hobgb(1/2) d2  42-44 ape(2) 37 unicorn(3) 91-00 3rd x d3 
79-84 stirge(1/2) d3  45-50 bombtl(2) 38-45 ogre(2) d2 
85-88 goblin(1/4) d4  51-52 g.lizard(2) 46-53 h viper(2) 
89-98 party, human  53-60 constritr(2) 54 ettercap(3) 
99 party, half elf  61-85 ≤1st x d6 55-56 direape(3) 
00 party, elf  86-00 1st x d3 57-65 ≤1 x d12 
   66-90 1st x d6 91-00 2nd x d3 
   

The next question is, where are the monsters (and, where is the party, for that matter).  It 
is assumed that the party march order and assignments for spotting and other duties have already 
been assigned.  An appropriate tile is randomly selected for the party.  Then a die is rolled for the 
direction to the monsters, and how far away they are when a sighting opportunity presents itself.  
Table 3 gives the tables used for these purposes.   

 
Table 3  Initial Contact Direction and Distance: 

Party moving (d6) Party not moving (d8) Terrain distance 
1:  directly ahead 1: to “North”  plain* 3d6 x 10’ 
2:  ahead and right 2: to Northeast  hills* 2d6 x 10’ 
3:  to the right 3: to East  forest d6 x 10’ 
4:  ahead (or behind) 4: to Southeast  heavy forest d6 x 5’ 
5:  to the left 5: to South  * if small or less or hiding.  If in the 
6:  ahead left 6: to Southwest    open, large distances are 6d6, 4d6  
 7: to West  Distances subject to fog, etc. limits 
4: if fast, 50% each. 8: to Northwest  Distances along roads in forest 2d6. 
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The party is set up on the tile selected, towards what will be the “back” of the tile away 
from the monsters.  The orientation of the tile can be determined randomly.  In some cases, 
especially roads, there will be only two orientations that make sense.  Or, to provide a reasonable 
party placement (with the most non-road toward the monsters), just one orientation that makes 
sense.  In the case of a camping party, the party chose a campsite, so the party should be able to 
choose between perhaps three random tiles and set up in the best logical location, preferably near 
the center.  Then random tiles are drawn for the monsters and, if needed, tiles in between.  Often 
4 tiles are needed.  Say, a party on a road sights monsters ahead and to the left.  A road tile (with 
the road toward the right) is selected, then a second road (similar terrain) is set up beyond the 
first one.  Two non-road tiles of the same type would be randomly chosen (and oriented with 
slopes that make sense) for the spaces to the left of the road tiles.  For a party on foot, this would 
allow distances up to about 100 feet for initial spotting and contact.  (For a party on horseback, 
more space ahead would be needed.  I use ½ in x 1 ½ in cardboard pieces for the horses and 
place each character on top toward the front of his horse.  I space the horses with 5 feet open to 
the next horse, so characters are strung out at 15 ft. intervals on the road.  This is still more 
compact than what would be likely in reality.) 

 
The next step is determining whether the party spots the monsters.  Occasionally it may 

make sense to see if the monsters spot the party, especially for vermin or other small creatures 
that would not pay attention to or notice something as far away as the party is.  If one spots the 
other but not the reverse, that side gets its surprise phase, then initiative is rolled and the battle 
proceeds much as for a dungeon encounter.  As with the dungeon setting, for the initial round I 
limit party initiative to that of the character who spotted the monsters, assuming spotting was 
successful. 

 
During combat, I use die rolls after each odd round, probability 1/12, to see if some 

additional monsters join the fight.  These will almost always (5/6) be the same thing the party is 
fighting, from the same direction.  It turned out there were more than the party originally 
thought.  In other cases, it’s a separate random determination using the same random directions 
and distances.  The new arrivals may end up fighting the original monster party if not the same 
kind, or allies.  At the end of combat ending in round 1 or 2, a 1/12 chance sees new monsters 
arrive soon, about d6 x d6 rounds later.  They have a 50% chance (normally) of being the same 
kind of monster for intelligent types (another monster party separated a bit from the first).  For 
combat that goes into the third round or longer, the odds of a further encounter rise to 1/6.  (The 
shorter battle would be less likely to attract attention.)  Quite often the new arrivals, if not 
immediate, get there as the party is engaged in looting (or cutting off choice parts from tasty 
monsters for supper later). 

 
Along roads between towns, and within a day’s travel into wilderness beyond the last 

town, a patrol might be encountered instead of monsters.  Between towns, a merchant or bandits 
might be encountered.  I resolve these interactions with Table 4.  A patrol is an NPC party which 
is normally not hostile (unless good reason).  Patrol and bandit characteristics are calculated 
based on a level one up from what the monster level table gives.  (Merchant and escort strength 
if needed requires a somewhat different method.)  Bandits and brigands do not necessarily attack.  
They consider the relative apparent strength and opportunity and make a decision accordingly.  
They will be waiting in ambush, and will either hide or flee if they decide not to engage. 
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Table 4  Patrol, Merchant, and Bandit Encounters 
 

Patrol: roll d6: 
1: Patrol is suspicious.  Make diplomacy check, DC 15 (add +2 if party “good”, “+2 if “lawful”) 
2: If party is halted, the patrol will: d6=1-4 stop and chat amiably, 5,6: be resentful or ignore 
3-4: patrol continues on its business without stopping 
5: Tells party of some problem, or someone who needs assistance. (They’re going for help.) 
6: Knows of some danger on the road ahead and alerts you. (roll for it; 50% it appears later) 
 
Merchant: roll d6: 
1-5: No special consequences.  Typically a greeting in passing. 
6: roll another d6: 1-2 Warns of a problem behind you (he is going the same direction you are). 
        3-4 Asks to travel in company with you if going same direction (50%) 
       5-6 Warns of problem ahead of you (he is going opposite your direction) 
 Typical problems: 1. Tree across road; 2: wrecked wagon  3: vermin etc. infestation  
   4: road washout/damage 5: monster (humanoid / other) 6: bandits/brigands 
  
Bandits/Brigands: 
 Includes a leader at EL level rolled (Normally a fighter) 
 Includes 1 bandit at each level below the leader (down to level 1) 
 Includes first level bandits x d3 (1st lev leader), d6 (2nd lev leader), 2d4, 2d6, … 
  If > 2 first level bandits, substitute two x 0 level (EL 1/2) for one of them 
  If > 4 first level bandits, substitute d6 x 0 level (EL 1/2) for two of them 
 At EL 2 and above, 1/6 chance per level of a cleric at level d2 below leader 
 At EL 4 and above, 1/6 chance of a magic user (Wizard or Sorcerer) d4 levels below ldr. 
 Special cases at low end: 
  EL2:  Level 2 leader, d2 1st level bandits, d3 0 level bandits 
  EL1:  Level 1 leader, d6 0 level bandits 
(Bandits, brigands may be fighters, thieves, or “warriors”; I have special cards for NPC bandits.) 
 

At night, when the party is camped, it is at its most vulnerable.  Spotting is more difficult.  
It is often important to “listen” too (more difficult if windy).  A successful “listen” allows a 
watchstander with a bullseye lantern to direct it onto the monster (with a successful ranged 
touch) or unhood a hooded lantern.  Knowing the phase of the moon may allow the party to 
optimize the watches, putting any party members with low light vision on the dark watches.  If 
there is no fire, there is some chance that monsters may miss spotting the party.  (The party 
members can be considered “hiding”.)  If there is a fire, the party will not be hidden but some 
monsters will be deterred by the fire.  (Others, especially humanoids, may be attracted.)  
Normally in a camp encounter the monsters are moving rather than hiding; that help in spotting 
can be important.  In other respects, the process of generating an encounter is similar to while 
traveling.  Ultimately the monsters attack, or the members on watch detect the monsters before 
they attack and take some actions (a light spell is handy, or if the monster is seen, a missile 
attack).  In the first full round, those asleep may wake, but would not be able to participate.  (I 
roll d6 for each: 1-2 continue to sleep, 3-5 wake up (but don’t get up), 6 jump up to feet.  I give 
rogues /thieves and rangers +1 on this die roll.  Grabbing a weapon can be done while standing 
up, which will take a full round action for those who wake (but don’t jump up).  Those who jump 
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up on the first round are ready to participate on the second round normally.  Those who wake 
will be ready to fight on the third round.  Those remaining asleep get another roll the next round.  
A character who is awake can wake a sleeper as a partial action.  A spellcaster who has 
awakened, but not yet gotten up, may cast a spell from the prone position instead of getting up if 
the situation is sufficiently urgent. 

 
The perils of a night monster attack include that obvious one that there are fewer 

defenders (typically only 1/3 of the party) at the onset.  But, it is also possible that monsters will 
attack those who are sleeping (helpless) or have just waken up.  This would normally happen if 
the sleeper is in the path of the monster, since someone prone is going to be less obvious.  Not 
only does the sleeper suffer an attack while helpless, he also risks drawing a reaction attack when 
he stands up or attempts to crawl away.  Much the same is true for a prone character too. 

 
There are some measures a party can take to make the night more survivable.  Assuming 

there is time and party members have axes and hatchets, a simple abbatis can be fashioned to 
protect some of the perimeter.  That will slow down some monsters.  Alarm spells or traps rigged 
to give an alarm may be used.  Tents provide some degree of protection – a monster won’t be 
able to target someone in a tent precisely, and less intelligent ones won’t attack the tent.  Three 
particular magic spells can be particularly helpful: 

1.  Rope trick: this second level spell will keep 7 party members safe.  If there are eight, 
the rope hangs down and it can be climbed by some creatures and may attract attention from 
intelligent ones. 

2.  Leomund’s Tiny Hut:  This gives party members within (up to 10) cover, and removes 
movement of those within as a help in monsters spotting the party.  In the forest or even hills 
choice of coloration can give camouflage.  But monsters which happen upon it may be curious, 
and will be able to freely enter, and if they do so will likely attack those within. 

3.  Leomund’s Secure Shelter:  This can protect a party of up to about 12 (8 sleeping, 4 
on watch).  The shelter will probably be ignored by vermin and most animals.  It is likely to be 
attacked by humanoids, but will withstand attack for a couple of rounds, long enough for the 
party to prepare.  The biggest problem is not knowing just what is outside. 

I can’t cite well formulated rules or odds on what happens in each of the situations where 
a monster encounters a camp site prepared in one way or another, but the player can always list 
six possibilities and then roll a die. 

 
The presence of horses or other mounts makes the night monster attacks more complex.  

Presumably the party has decided where and how to secure the mounts during the night.  (A 
ranger, Druid or Paladin may be able to trust a mount not to wander off; that isn’t necessarily 
true for others.)  Monsters that show up may preferentially attack or avoid the mounts.  
Certainly, the mounts have chances to detect the monsters; they will be listening and trying to 
spot dangers too.  If the mounts are restless or upset after spotting monsters, those on watch are 
likely to notice and act accordingly.  This actually provides more protection to the party.  On the 
other hand, some monsters will readily make a meal out of your favorite mount. 

 
Exploration and Discoveries: 

Getting from one place to another is not the only reason for wilderness adventure; 
sometimes the party is trying to discover new and interesting sites, in particular ones which 
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might be hiding treasures and, of course, new and interesting monsters to fight.  A party 
traversing roads, typically going from one town to another, won’t be making such wilderness 
discoveries.  The farther from civilization, the more interesting discoveries are likely to be. 

 
The base chance of making a wilderness discovery is 1/6 per day or, if a party is 

deliberately seeking to make wilderness discoveries, 1/36 per hour (with monster rolls each hour 
at 1/12 instead of every two hours at 1/6).  This assumes the party is traversing territory for the 
first time.  In addition, there is a 1/6 chance to come across some sort of tracks.  (Someone with 
appropriate skills would need to spot the tracks and identify them.)  Table 5 is used to identify 
what sort of wilderness discovery has been made. 

 
Table 5  Wilderness Discoveries 

 
d6 die roll:  Within 1 day of town Within 2-3 days of town Wilderness – beyond 2 days 
 1 cave (probably empty) cave (probably empty) cave 
 2  cave (probably empty) cave    cave 
 3 graveyard (untended)  ruined fort/tower  ruined fort/tower  
 4 ruins    other ruins   other ruins 
 5 isolated deserted farm  isolated deserted farm  stronghold/freehold 
 6 isolated fortified farm  small village/freehold  village 
 
Population of stronghold or village:  1-4: human   1-2: human 
      5: undead   3: elf/h.e., halfl/dwarf 
      6: humanoid   4: undead 
Tracks: 1=human, 2=horse, 3-6 humanoid     5-6: humanoid 
 

The condition of ruins or other habitations will generally fall into one of the categories 
below.  “Deserted” sites are: d6=1 unoccupied, 2-3 abandoned, 4-6 looted.  

 
1.  Occupied: The site is occupied by a tribe, clan, family or other group living there.  

Treasure will be in the normal proportions. 
2.  Unoccupied: As occupied, but for some reason the inhabitants are no longer around.  They 

may be away on a raid, were killed off while away, may have died of a sudden plague or 
were slain by monsters.  In some of these latter cases bodies may still be around, or the 
place may be inhabited by undead, but the default assumption is that the inhabitants are 
gone but did not take their possessions, or many of them, with them. 

3.  Abandoned: This is similar to the above case but the inhabitants took their possessions.  
There may be some hidden treasures that remain, that were either not found when the 
occupants deserted the site or which were left hoping for a return some day. 

4.  Looted:  One of the cases above, but a party of looters has torn things up to find treasure 
and have taken all they found.  Some particularly well hidden treasure may yet remain. 

 
Caves discovered in the wilderness are resolved with Table 6, with the die roll occurring 

as the party approaches and enters the cave (can be treated as a dungeon entry event).  Someone 
with knowledge of geography looking in the right places (say, cliffs overlooking river valleys) 
has a somewhat higher chance of finding caves than the base “wilderness discovery” odds. 
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Table 6  Cave Discoveries 
Roll d6: 1-3:  Small cave, use terminal passageway (roll 10+d10 for which passageway) 
              4:  Large cave, roll for random cavern, but there are no other exits. 
              5:  Large cave, normal odds for all exits but count “caverns” as “passageways” instead. 
   6:  Large cave, use cavern normally; it’s likely to be a “dungeon.” 
   (Chance monsters 1/3 for cases 1-3, ½ for case 4 and 5, and 2/3 for case 6,+1/6 if pool) 
 

An example of a tower or stronghold is shown in Figure 5.  The portals shown on the 
below-ground levels can connect to dungeon rooms or corridors or caverns.  Level 2 could be 
used as the ground level and other levels can be omitted or not to give variety with this same 
basic structure tile set.  With all the levels, this could be a freehold for a clan of perhaps 50 to 
100 men, women and children.  It could also serve as the stronghold for a small tribe of 
humanoids.  Figure 6 shows a smaller stronghold, perhaps the lair of a gang of brigands that raid 
boat traffic on the river overlooked by this hillside fort.  This was done on 5” x 8” index cards.  
Either or both of the middle two levels could be omitted if something smaller was wanted. 
 

    
Level 05 (roof)     Level 04 (can omit)       Level 03 (can omit)       Level 02 

    
Level 01 (can omit)       Level 1 (Ground)       Level 2 (Can omit)        Level 3 (lowest) 

Figure 5  Example of a Freestanding Tower (stronghold or freehold or abandoned) 
 

 
Figure 6  Example of a Small Stronghold 
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Ruins can be represented using structures like those of figures 5 or 6 with some of the 
upper levels missing, or as separate tiles representing the surviving foundations of various 
buildings.  Some of the latter are shown in Figure 7 below.  They would be found adjacent to 
regular wilderness tiles ort other ruins tiles.  Notice the presence of potential dungeon entry 
points: the well, a trap door (likely to a basement, but maybe a shaft to a dungeon room) and 
steps blocked by rubble which might lead just to a basement room but maybe to more.  It is also 
possible that some goblins have tunneled into the well shaft.  A party searching through such 
ruins might have a 1/6 chance per hour of finding something of potential interest: some monsters 
inhabiting a corner of the fallen masonry, a bit of treasure lost by the previous inhabitants, or 
some sort of access to a hidden space by one of the means mentioned earlier.  Instead, the chance 
could be considered 1/6 of finding something in a given largish structure or 1/12 in a large room 
(such as the central room of the mansion) and half that in smaller rooms.  (Just because a 
trapdoor is shown on the map does not necessarily mean that the party finds a trap door there.)  
Most monsters found would be small animals or vermin.  Searches around the base of a temple 
or palace might also reveal secret doors.  Most such potential discoveries should have only a 
small chance (1/36 typically) but if a party finds a ruin in the wilderness, there’s potential for 
finding something significant if they search thoroughly.  Then again, they may just provide a 
static target for monsters in the area, particularly humanoid types. 

 

 
Figure 7  Example Ruined Buildings 

 
A ruined village might be made up from several ruined buildings as seen above clustered 

together.  (A 2d6 roll for number of tiles might be appropriate.  For larger villages, some of the 
tiles could be repeated with opposite orientation since they would not be all in play at the same 
time.)  In a village ruin there is likely to be something or other of interest.  If it is a “fortified” 
ruined village, there might be a palisade around the village tiles considered to run down the 
edges of the tiles, forming a convenient boundary for action.  Where the palisade is missing, a 
wilderness tile of an appropriate type may be placed adjacent.  More significant fortifications are 
possible.  Figure 8 shows the gate, a tower, and a wall section of a casemate wall, that is, a wall 
in which apartment of houses make up chambers within the wall.  Such village or city walls were 
common in antiquity, often on much larger scale than this example.  The walls of a ruined village 
might be guarded by resident humanoids, but otherwise just present a physical challenge to entry. 
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Figure 8  Samples of Casemate Wall Sections (Used Repeatedly for Whole Wall) 

 
I have used Table 7 for what might be found among ruins (d6=6 after an hour of 

searching) when the site is not detailed in order to handle a rapid survey of the site expeditiously. 
 

Table 7  Searching Among Ruins 
If “find something” (typically 1/36 per hour while searching for a successful DC 20 search roll): 
d6= 1  Still standing intact structure substantially intact (useful as shelter!) 
       2,3 Basement among ruins is still intact, accessible by trapdoor (1-4) or stairs (5-6) (shelter?) 
       4    Some sort of (minor?) treasure left by monster, under rubble, in broken furnishings etc. 
       5    Tunnel / Passage / Steps to cave / cavern / room underground, blocked by debris 
       6    Tunnel / Passage / Steps or Shaft to cavern / Passage underground (not blocked) 

 
Diplomatic (or Possibly Non-Diplomatic) Interactions with NPCs: 

It is possible that in a dungeon a party might encounter another party of Non-Player-
Characters (NPCs).  That is a catch-all term for several different kinds of parties.  In a dungeon, 
the NPCs might be residents, perhaps an evil priest and his followers, a wizard and henchmen 
who lord over a tribe of hobgoblins, or a gang of brigands, to give three examples.  They could 
also be another band of adventurers.  (In the latter case, most likely the party would know of 
them ahead of time if they are based in the same or a nearby town.)  Players tend to consider 
anything they meet in a dungeon hostile and follow the practice of shooting first and asking 
questions later.  NPC parties are likely to do the same.  Initial spotting is at short range and the 
opportunity cost of letting the enemy act first encourages a first-strike approach.  (The spotting 
process should include a chance of recognition whether the NPC party includes characters the 
player party has met in town, or whose insignia or attire might indicate is other than hostile, 
perhaps men working for the local lord.)  In the wilderness, this kind of close quarters act-or-die 
situation is less common.  Another party is likely to be spotted at a distance first, and if expected 
to be friendly, can be hailed while party members stand ready “just in case”.  Or, the party is 
camped and an NPC party shows up during the night, asking to speak to the party leader.  This 
section tries to address some of these possibilities of NPC interaction. 

 
First, I use a basic set of tables to define NPC parties and initiate actions for general 

situations ranging from dungeon to tavern brawl situations.  Table 8 details the various die rolls.  
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These start with the general alignment of the party (Good, Neutral, or Evil) and their initial 
attitude (Cooperative, Neutral or Hostile).  In terms of the 3rd Edition DMG, these would 
correspond to “friendly”, “indifferent” and “unfriendly” to “hostile”.  If the party is “hostile”, 
what do they do?  Possibilities include Flee, be Polite, Threaten, and Attack.  In a social situation 
such as an encounter with an NPC party in town, all of these possibilities would allow for some 
exercise of Diplomacy (or Bluff or Intimidation) prior to an attack being launched.  

 
Table 8  NPC Party Interactions 

General perceived alignment: d6:  1: Good   2,3 Neutral   4-6 Evil 
 
Initial Attitude:  1    2   3    4    5   6 (-1 if elves unless in “their” wilderness) 
Good:    C   C   C   N   N   H  C=Cooperative 
Neutral:   C   N   N   N   H   H  N = Neutral 
Evil:    N   N   N   H   H   H  H = Hostile 
If Hostile:     1    2   3    4   5   6    
level << party     F   F    P   P   T   A  F = Flee* 
level < party     F   P   T   T   A   A  P = Polite* 
level = party    T   T   T   A   A   A  T = Threaten* 
level > party       T   A  A   A   A   A  A = Attack 
level >> party    A   A   A   A   A  A  (*:opportunity for diplomacy) 
 
If Threaten:     1   2   3   4   5   6  L= that party must leave S= surrender 
(nature of threat) L   L   L   T   T   S  T= the party must pay “tribute”  
(reroll “if Hostile” if the threat is defied, after a further opportunity for diplomacy/bluff/etc.) 
 
Level of NPC party: Level of highest NPC (relative to dungeon level or wilderness level roll) 
1= -1 (adjust numbers roll +2), 2=4 use wilderness level roll as-is, 5: +1(-1), 6: +2(-2) 
Number of NPC’s: d6 + 2 (with +1, -1, or -2 above)     (Perhaps reason to use other numbers?) 
Levels of other party members: If 6 or fewer: leader -1, -1, -2, -2, -3 
       If 7 or more: leader -1, -2, -3, -4, -5… 
                        to 1 then 2, 3, 4..up to leader – 1, then down again. 
       Another alternative: -1, -2, -2, -3, -3, -3, -4 (x4) etc. 
(Below 1 all party members are level 0.) 
(The point is, the smaller the numbers, the stronger the supporting party members should be.) 
 
Party membership:  Adventuring Party  Brigands/Thugs Dungeon bad guys 
         1  2   3  4   5   6   1  2  3  4  5  6  1   2  3   4  5   6 
Leader:        F  F  F  C  M  T   F  F  F  F  T  T  F  F   F  C  M  T 
1st follower        F  F  C  M  T  S/R/B/P/… F  F  F  F  T  T  F  F   F  F  T   T 
2nd follower        F  F  C  M  T  T   F  F  F  C  M  T F  F  F  C  M  T 
3rd follower        F  F  C  C  M  M   F  F  F  C  M  T F  F  C  C  M  M 
4th follower        F  F  F  C  M  T   F  F  F  T  T  C/M F  F  C  M  T  T 
5th follower        F  F C  M  T  S/R/B/P/…  F  F  F  T  T  T F  F  C  M  T  S/B/B 
6th + follower        F  F  F  T  T  C/M   F  F  F  F  T  T  F  F  F  T  T  C/M 
(For bandits, use “brigands” but ½ of fighters are thief types.  Or use Bandit data presented 
earlier.  For Thief group, use brigand table but 5/6 of fighter types are thieves.) 
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In a dungeon, “Attack” would be immediate if the NPC party (leader) has the initiative or 
surprise advantage.  In a wilderness setting, there might or might not be opportunity given for 
diplomacy; figure a base 50% (at about 100 ft.) with a greater chance at greater initial range, less 
chance closer.  If the party has initiative, they can elect to begin with diplomacy.  (Good 
characters generally do.)  Note that the sense of alignment and party strength are as perceived, 
and can be affected by bluff or disguise. 

 
Wilderness encounters with NPC’s are different from in-town interactions with thugs or 

other hostile NPC parties and dungeon encounters.  Assuming immediate hostilities do not break 
out, diplomacy should reveal something of the motivation and purpose of the NPC party.  Table 
9 gives die rolls for the circumstances and NPC goals for a non-hostile encounter. 

 
Table 9  Cooperative / Non-Hostile NPC Parties 

While Party is traveling:  Roll d6:  (Add 1 to the die roll for elves or dwarves.) 
1-3:  Encounter is coincidence – roll for distance and direction, and which way they were going. 
4, 5: NPC is guarding or scouting, possibly enforcing a claim on territory or a site 
6:  The NPC’s were/are seeking out the party. 
 
While party is camped or at a site:  Roll d6:  (+1 if party is at major site, like fortress, ruined city) 
1:  Coincidence – the party happened to be passing by 
2:  Checking to see if party has violated a territory or claim 
3:  They were interested or planning to explore or claim the same site 
4:  They are seeking help or refuge – some monster or party is pursuing (and may soon show up) 
5:  Delegation from a local tribe/band/freehold: war party seeking contact or explanation 
6:  Delegation from a local tribe/band/freehold: smaller party seeking negotiations 
7:  Delegation from a local tribe/band/freehold: smaller party seeking help or assistance 
 
Negotiation purposes: (d6) 1: trade in general    2: trade in special items    3: treaty 

          4: make claim   5: warn party  6:  assistance / alliance sought 
 

Diplomatic contact (other) – This may fit the circumstances better if the above doesn’t: 
1:  Declare peaceful intent and make a treaty (or agree on claims) (bring gifts – expect same) 
2:  Make treaty / alliance against some other party or tribe (gifts as above) 
3:  Bring news of some event, seek aid pertaining to it (might bring gifts) 
4:  Make contact, let party know of claims/territory, warn against intrusions 
5:  Declare ownership of where the party is, with some tolerance (treasure sharing for example) 
6:  Assert claim on where the party is, and demand that they leave (d6 how soon; 1=immediate) 

 
The next step in many of these interactions will have to be ad-hock.  Make a list of 

alternatives, and then roll to see which is applicable.  For example, suppose the delegation seeks 
assistance or help.  Maybe: 1=from raiding humanoids  2=from other indigenous monsters  
3=from some other monster not common to the area  4=from another band of NPC’s  5=from 
some plague/poison/lava or other natural phenomenon 6=other.  Suppose 2 is rolled.  Then dice 
would be rolled to see what kind of monster (using the terrain and EL table as appropriate), 
followed by scaling of the number of monsters to be a creditable reason for seeking help.  This 
would give the perceived scale of the threat.  The party would find out the truth if they accept. 
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Weather: 
A lot of different schemes for determining weather have been put out over the many 

years D&D has been in existence.  A simple but accurate (in terms of reflecting Earth weather) 
scheme is difficult.  Earth weather behavior varies greatly with place and season; a perfectly 
general approach is very difficult.  I have tried different schemes.  The one I am currently using 
has the advantage of simplicity, and though not completely realistic, is better than no weather 
effect at all.  The impact of weather include: 

 
1.  Presenting extra challenges and uncertainty while adventuring in the wilderness 
2.  Presenting reasons for the party NOT to adventure; wait a day (or two) for it to clear 
3.  Effects on tracking. 
4.  Effects on spotting and detecting monsters (Moonlight?  Hard to hear if windy) 
5.  Critically important to sea travel (detailed later) 
 
I do now track campaign time in terms of a day number (the campaign, say has reached 

“day 1024” having started on maybe Day 1 of some month.  (The equivalent of April, May or 
June is a good time to start; 1st level characters can’t afford not to be adventuring due to weather.)  
As a side note, how does the campaign track time?  How many days to the year, etc.?  In the 
interest of less confusion, I normally use the conventional Earth calendar and months, and 
Northern Hemisphere conventions for Winter and Summer seasons.  (The months can be 
renamed for flavor, but why change the parameters to something unfamiliar?) 

 
I use a random d10 roll for wind force and cloudiness as shown in Table 10.  Nominal 

sailing speed and visibility apply to nautical adventures (although visibility could apply to a 
scouting mission when the party has a good vantage point.)  Cloudiness affects whether 
moonlight is available at night.  Partly cloudy means there is a 50% chance of moonlight (if 
available) when an encounter spotting opportunity arises.  Wind can affect missile weapon 
accuracy.  (I make the range increment penalty -1 calm or very light, -2 lt. breeze, -3 breeze, -4 
windy, -5(+) storm.)  It also can affect chances to hear when “listening.”  (Similar modifications 
can be used, but voided or doubled directly upwind or downwind.  If that level of detail seems 
worthwhile.) 

 
Table 10  Basic Weather Conditions (Rolled Daily) 

d10: wind  nom.sail spd. Rain? Clouds p encounter (d/n) visibility 
1 calm 0-1 kt no nominal/nominal far 
2 v. light 2 kt. no; 1-3 pt cldy/4-5 cldy/ 6 fog nom /nom/½  12nm/12/- 
3 lt. breeze 3 kt. no   nominal far 
4 lt. breeze 3 kt. ?;  1-3 pt cldy/4-5 cldy/ 6 fog nom/nom/ ½  12nm/12/- 
5 breeze 5 kt. no; partly cloudy nominal far 
6 breeze 5 kt. no nominal far 
7 breeze 5 kt. ?;  1-3 pt cldy/4-6 cldy nominal/nominal 12/6 
8 windy 6 kt. no nominal 12 
9 windy 6 kt. yes, cloudy 2/3 nominal d6 n.m. 
10 storm 6 kt.* heavy rain, cloudy ½ nominal d3-1 n.m. 
+1 turn after result 9 or 10; -1 after turn 1 or 2 (unless 10), +1 winter (JF), -1 summer (JA) 
* Sailing downwind only is practical without extraordinary seamanship skill successfully used. 
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Table 10  Basic Weather Conditions (Continued) 
Wind direction (default) d8= 1: N, 2: NE, 3: E, 4: SE, 5: S, 6: SW, 7: W, 8: NW 
If there is a “prevailing” wind direction, only the cardinal direction opposite prevailing is used: 
Prevailing Easterly Wind:  d6 = 1: N, 2: NE, 3: E, 4: SE, 5: S, 6: W (or 6: SW/W/NW) 
If the prevailing wind direction is more consistent (say, there is a monsoon season) it could be: 
Prevailing Easterly Wind:  d6 = 1: (d6)N/N/NW/S/S/SW, 2: NE, 3-5 E, 6: SE 
 
Storm strength: d10=1-4 DC10  (EL1) seamanship check 
        =5,6 DC12 (EL2) seamanship check 
        =7,8 DC15 (EL3) seamanship check 
        =9 DC18 (EL4) seamanship check 
        =10 DC22 (EL5) seamanship check 
If fail by: 1-2 damage; 3-4 major damage; 5+ sunk/beached 
 

One basic parameter is, “What is the phase of the Moon?”  I simply divide the day 
number by 28, then subtract the whole number part, then multiply by 28 to get the number of 
days since the new moon.  That method requires no record-keeping beyond tracking day number.  
Zero days is the new moon; it is dark all night.  Seven is the quarter moon (waxing) which means 
moonlight is available up and potentially shedding light (clouds permitting) until about midnight.  
Fourteen days is the full moon with maximum light all night.  (I don’t bother to play eclipses.)  
Twenty-one days is the waning quarter moon with moonlight in the early morning hours.  The 
phase of the moon may be important to who is on watch when while camping, and how readily 
monsters are spotted or whether they spot the party.  (This really isn’t “weather”, but this is a 
good place to put it.) 
 
Nautical Adventures: 
 Sailing ship is an effective way to go long distances.  But, of course, the ship necessarily is 
at the mercy of the wind.  Given the state of assumed technology, sailing close to the wind isn’t 
possible; at best sailing ships are assumed to make good about 90 degrees off the wind.  Thus, 
the speeds given in the weather table are not made good toward the voyage’s objective.  Some 
days will see no progress at all, others rapid progress, as the wind may happen to shift.  (The 3rd 
Edition Player’s Manual gives 2 mph for sailing ships, which is probably not too distant from 
using the weather table above on average.)  Encounters while sailing or in a small rowboat to 
coastal craft close to shore need different encounter tables.  I have used those given in Table 11 
for inshore (small boats and ships when close to shore) and Table 12 open seas (ships in the open 
water and 50% for ships closer to land).  For ships, one roll on each applicable table per day. 
 

Table 11  Inshore Waters Travel Events (in boat, or 50% if inshore for ship) 
1:     Squall Wisdom check or Survival check to recognize and get to safety in small boat 
2,3:  Another boat (or ship) is moving to intercept player’s craft.  Authorities?  Brigands? 
4,5:  Something found in the water – d6: 1. Body floating, 2. Dead creature, 3, 4 flotsam, 
              5  misc. item,  6: survivor / swimmer 
6:  Avian or Sea creatures 
flotsam includes: 1: Clothing, 2: wood/carving, 3: furniture, 4: scraps of wood inlay or chest 
    5: scrolls case (5/6 empty), 6: bottle/jug/flagon/keg/barrel (2/3 ruined/empty) 
survivor/swimmer: 1. From shore/island, 2,3: boat sank; 4,5: esc from ship, 6: other (d6 for cond) 
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Table 12  Offshore Water Events 
1, low: squall (sailing proficiency check, DC 11-16) 
1,hi: small island found 
2:  encounter merchant vessel 
3:  encounter other vessel: 1-3 navy (for some nearby country), 4-5 pirate, 6: other 
4:  find something in water: 1: small boat, 2-4 flotsam, 5 abandoned ship, 6: carcass of monster 
5:  avian creatures (1=gooney bird, 2=giant gull/pelican/frigate bird, 3=flying lizard 
       4=flying fish, 5=seastirge flock, 6=other) 
6:  sea creatures (separate table by EL) 
 

Seamanship is a skill that is critical to surviving a storm, and is also helpful in trying to 
squeeze upwind a bit or get a little more speed necessary to outrun a vessel trying to intercept.  
As a profession, seamanship is based on Wisdom, but needs at least one rank to be useful.  
Routine tasks can be readily accomplished with “take 10” but survival in a storm or coming up 
as much as a point (DC20) requires a proficiency check.  The captain of the vessel (helmsman in 
a small vessel) makes the check, and can be aided (up to +2 each) by others in the crew having 
seamanship proficiency.  A large ship gets a +2 bonus in a storm; a small one -1, and a small 
boat -4.  Skills of nature (aquatic) and rope use each can add +2 synergy to seamanship.  
Navigation is a separate skill (also based on wisdom) which is needed for finding the right point.  
A trip across open water of more than one day is a DC2 check, with each additional day adding 
+1, and a storm adding +EL of storm.  A navigation check failure adds a random error to where 
the ship actually sights land (or doesn’t!). 
 

One way characters can try to earn some money is by engaging in trade.  Trade goods 
(commodities) can be chosen in a port with expectations to sell in some particular other port.  If 
tariffs are not an issue, a several day trip will typically bring a profit of -10% to +40% (d6-
2)x10%.  If tariffs are charged at the destination (10% to 25%) then commodities must be chosen 
quite carefully, with only 1/3 chance of finding something worthwhile to carry to some given 
port, and that commodity will likely be in limited supply.  In that case, profit is 10% to 60% (but, 
the tariff must be paid out of the profit).  A specialist merchant may do better than these 
numbers.  A longer trip can do better.  Carrying cargo to a primitive outpost might bring profits 
of 100% with no tariff, but the trip is long and the hazards are many.  Payment would be in 
perhaps low density goods like furs, furnishings and lumber to high value goods like pearls. 

 
Urban Settings: 

Occasionally party interactions that require combat occur in village or city settings.  
These include bar fights with NPC’s, resisting arrest, being the victim of thieves or pickpockets 
(or sometimes intervening in someone else’s thief problems), confronting thugs on the street, and 
occasional vermin attacks.  A mechanism for presenting such situations to the party when in a 
village or city setting is perhaps more of a “campaign” issue.  Fighting them out is closer in 
nature to wilderness or dungeon processes, so that’s what will be addressed here.  Earlier 
methods for generating an NPC party were described, which is as applicable to a rival NPC 
party, a local gang of thugs, or a trouble-making priest and his followers.  The terrain, though, is 
a bit different from either dungeons or wilderness.  “Sighting distances” will usually be short or 
irrelevant, because the hostile party until things started was just another group of people on the 
street or in the tavern or merchant’s establishment.  Even when troublemakers are not difficult to 
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identify, they may pop out from behind a corner or out of a door suddenly.  So, unless a chase 
situation develops, usually only a couple of tiles will be needed. 

 
Figure 9 shows several typical village structures tiles, typical of an unwalled village.  

(These could also be used for ruins of a village where structures still have walls.)   
 

     

     
Figure 9  Village Terrain 

 
In many cases, the nature of the building interiors isn’t really an issue.  If the fight is in 

the street, buildings serve primarily as blocking terrain or cover; the interiors don’t matter.  If 
there is a fight in a building, say the party is attacked by dire rats issuing forth from the 
merchant’s store room, a random dungeon “room” could serve just as well.  The one place where 
more terrain might seem handy would be if the miscreants flee and the party chooses to pursue.  
If this gets beyond a round or so, it makes sense to assign (based on the characteristics of 
pursued and pursuer) odds of escape.  Fighting with one or more who “did not escape” could be 
done on an arbitrary appropriate tile as if a separate encounter, or abstractly. 
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Figure 10 shows two tiles typical of cities and walled towns where real estate inside the 
protective wall is at a premium, so the streets are narrow.  Here as for a village scenario, an 
incident could start in one of the buildings and spill out into the street. 

 

 
Figure 10  City / Walled Village Streets 

 
The feature of an urban encounter least characteristic of the dungeon or wilderness is the 

bar scene where an confrontation between an NPC party and the player’s party escalates.  Once it 
is determined that an attack is made, somebody makes the first overt attack.  The attack might be 
a shove, or it could be with a drawn blade.  Even before that, mages and clerics may start casting 
spells.  But a spellcaster casting a spell is likely to be taken as offensive, even if it isn’t, since 
most of those observing won’t know what it is. 

 
So, here’s a process for getting the fight started.  It is assumed both parties are “toe to 

toe” in the venue as the principles insult, argue and threaten.  The less physical party members 
like magic users and maybe thieves will make a point of being at the back.  If exercise of 
diplomacy or bluff succeeds (or the party decides to back down) it needs to happen before this 
point.  The player character needs to decide whether he will initiate action, or whether he will 
wait for the other party to do so, and whether an enemy casting a spell is enough to initiate 
combat.  Assuming he waits, it is a member of the other party who starts things.  Roll randomly 
to see who.  Count “aggression points” for each enemy as follows:  1 minimum, for each subtract 
wisdom modifier (so W=8 counts as 2), add 1 for being adjacent, add 1 for a spellcaster, and add 
2 for the leader.  Example (Figure 11):  The party is confronted by a gang of thugs including 6 
fighters, a magic user, and a thief.  Fighters #1 to 3 are adjacent to the party’s two fighters.  The 
thugs have wisdom 8 or 9 except fighter #2 (W=10) and the magic user (W=12).  So the scores 
would be: F#1: 5 (1+2(leader)+1(W8)+1(adjacent)) F#2: 2 (adjacent), F#3: 3 (adjacent, W=9), 
F#4, 5, and 6: 2 (W=8), M#7(red #1): 2(magic, w>9), T#8 (blue #2): 2 (W=9) = total 20. 

 

 
Figure 11  Example Barroom Confrontation 
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A d20 is rolled, and on 1-5 the leader F#1 attacks first; on 7,8 F#2 makes the first attack, on 9-11 
F#3 does so, and so on.  The first attack is just a shove (resolved as bull rush) 50% of the time if 
it is someone adjacent who is stronger than his target.  If the first attack is by a spellcaster, there 
is a 50% chance that it is a defensive magic spell.  The player’s party won’t know that.  There is 
a 50% chance someone on the player character’s party (other than the player character) will 
attack, with the odds of who that is determined in the same manner (omitting the player 
character, who is free to either attack or not on seeing the spellcaster start to cast his spell). 
 

The first attack is made, then the parties (each character) roll for intitiative, and the fight 
is on.  If it begins with a shove, the player can choose whether to just shove back, attack 
seriously, or perhaps withdraw, as each character’s opportunity to act occurs according to the 
initiative order.  (Acting could include a recommendation to the rest of the party, “Let’s get out 
of here!”  Whether or not there will be pursuit if one party withdraws is complicated; a 
subjective odds followed by a die roll will usually be needed unless the situation is obvious.  
Usually parties will be reluctant to pursue because then the offense against law and order will be 
judged much more severely when and if there is a reckoning before the locale magistrate or 
judge.  (Even with no pursuit, the party is likely to need a diplomacy skill check when explaining 
what happened, and that skill check difficulty will depend on what witnesses have to say about 
who started the fight and how.  How sympathetic the judge is will depend on what the party has 
done for him or the town recently, and the degree to which the thugs are seen as a nuisance or 
just good if rambunctious home town boys.) 

 
Fights against vermin in a city are similar to those in a dungeon.  A fight against thieves 

who attack the party in an alley or on the street likewise are fairly straightforward. 
 
Another tricky situation is when thieves enter a character’s room to steal property during 

the night.  (An assassination attempt is similar.)  If a character is awake on watch, this plays out 
pretty much like a “camp” situation.  The thieves would check for being silent against the 
character’s “listening” skill.  If the door or window being used for entry is locked or secured, an 
attempt to unlock or unsecure it results in another listen check.  Opening it requires another listen 
check (without the -5 for behind a door) as well as a spotting check.  A thief would likely have 
listened at the door before trying to open it, and would attempt to spot the character watching as 
he enters.  Up to this point the thieves could withdraw and likely get away.  If the thieves gain 
access, this is equivalent to the wilderness camp situation of being attacked while some are 
sleeping.  If all of the characters are sleeping, the party would still get a listen check at various 
points in the proceeding as just described, but at -5. 

 
Assuming no listen check succeeds, the thieves begin their job of pilfering belongings.  A 

listen check would happen each round, as each thief actively looting grabs something (obvious or 
smaller things first, meaning weapons usually).  If nobody awakens, the thieves stay for maybe 
d8, d6, or d4 rounds (depending on risks and expected rewards) then withdraw.  If a character 
wakens, then he or she has the disadvantage of being prone (and drawing a reaction if getting up 
or casting a spell).  There might be a thief detailed to watch each sleeper.  Those looting would 
be “distracted” and have a -5 spotting chance against a waking character, opposed by the 
character’s initiative score (to get up without a reaction blow).  The thieves have an opportunity 
to grapple characters while they are prone, which of course is a very difficult circumstance.  A 
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grappled character can be silenced (one way or another; choking is an “unarmed” attack that can 
do this, though leaving the assailant vulnerable if someone shows up).  Any sort of struggle is 
likely to get attention from adjacent rooms or any guards or other patrons who might be in the 
vicinity.  At this point, the situation resolves as a normal combat.  Thieves are usually more 
interested in getting away clean than in anything else, and will likely take the earliest chance to 
do so when it becomes apparent that a combat situation might be developing. 


